Re-education
Reconstruction, and
Rehabilitation
Reconciliation

The implementation of the 5 R's agreements in Rome in order to join, as church in solidarity support "from international Religious the Bishops Conference formally requested for "a agreement in 2015, ending 21 years of Civil War. After the signing of the Comprehensive Peace

BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
CAPACITY BUILDING was singled as an area of priority intervention. Training of Health Workers and Teachers were identified as imminent priority among others to begin with.
of middle cadre health professionals. The Institute was built by the Minister of Health and the Democratic Republic of the Sudan. The Southern Regional Government signed an agreement between the SCBC and the Health Training Institute (HTI) was

RE-OPENING OF HTI
RE-OPENING OF HTI

• The Institute functioned for only 3 years in Wau (1983-1986)

• Due to the war, HTI was transferred to North Sudan (Wad Medani) where is run from 1986 to 1996 when it was closed to financial constraints.
Health care Center

The actual Dorm I & II were used as a Primary occupied some bungalows.

Some religious present in Wau, also IDPs (dormitories)

by IDPs (Main Institute building, kitchen)

of the premises, though it was fully occupied closed, the Catholic Diocese of Wau took care

From 1986 to 2008 as the Institute was

Institute buildings in Wau
From wish to site visit and action
members.

renovation of the house for religious
documents and follow up of the
to begin the process of finding HTI
when SR experience arrived there
started its activities in Wau since March
solidarity with Southern Sudan (SSS)

HTI

TOWARDS RE-OPENING OF THE
22nd 2009

MOH and SCBC for HTI in Ywam, on January

I. Signing of an Agreement between Coss -

Important steps achieved
2. Rehabilitation of the premises, story buildings
detainees

Everyone contributed in cleaning up, even prison
Renovation of Dorm IV
Renovation institute building
Community
Sr. Patricia Cordwell joins the
Together we kindle the fire of love and peace.
Assessment for the training required
Alongside renovation; needs
STATE M.O.H. W.A.U

OFFICIAL VISIT OF H.I.I. MEMBERS TO
opening of the school
Busy in the open office ... all for the
Front part of the house work almost done

Joining two bungalows to make a community house

Creating toilets to make rooms self-contained

Community Living House

The Renovation for the
The initial selected Training Program and Focus was to train:

Registered Nurse Training

As the GOSS- MoH had approved curriculum according to the Health Assessment Needs
other Insititutes.

Institute and the core values it holds from Catholic Health Training Institute (CHTI) – Wau

with some Bishops, the name of:

name needed to be given. After consultation in order to register the Institute, an official

still in process, now a NAME for the
Living Care Integrity Knowledge

CHTI A greed Motto and Logo
“value
preparing prepared Sudanese health
people of Sudan sustained by well
improved health care for the
The Vision of CIHT
Preparatory works
Services in Sudan

Roles in the management of Health Care family, community, and take leadership, providing health care to the individual, knowledge, skill, and compassion in high moral standard, who will apply to train committed Health Professionals.

The Mission of CHTI

Preparatory Works
Finally classes begins in October 2010
Teaching now: use of laptop to project and black board/flip chart if needed.
Computer classes with Br. Denis Then
Learning Training Tours
Celebration of Midwives Day
Yes, I am identified...

Singing Midwives Anthem,
Students in Library
Sessions

Co-curricular activities: Trauma healing
Celebration of Cultural Week
2018
Council for Nurses and Midwives is functional from

Accreditation body is formed in South Sudan

Men because we believe in what we are doing
Continuous commitment of religious women and

More female are benefiting from the training

Activities
Continuous support from our partners for the

Number of new intake always on the rise
Continuous training from the beginning with the

Achievements
Wall on the foreground of the property; sense of
Filtering distilled water for solar batteries

Solar batteries and inverters

Solar panels on the roof

Support of our partners

Everything on solar system with the
Agriculture production for consumption is also part...
starting to open up upgrading but the way is
by neighboring countries for are not yet fully recognized
South Sudanese Diplomas

Difficulties
congregations to ensure sustainability

More involvement from the SCBC and local

Good salary for near future sustainability

candidates who are hunted by NGOs with

Prepares competitively to retain good

responsibilities

Empower more South Sudanese to take up

TOWARDS THE FUTURE...
42 % female

110 Nurses & 41 Midwives

So far, 151 graduates as nurses & midwives

- 3 years, full-time study
HAPPY MEMORy OF BEING PART OF THIS

BLESSED ARE WE...
Catholic Health Training Institute